FROM SAN FRANCISCO

Take US-101 South

1. **Ralston Ave/Harbor Blvd** double exit. Take the left lane of the exit ramp. That leads you to the **Harbor Blvd** turn off.
2. Do not take the Ralston Ave. (the right) lanes of the exit, keep driving (like you are going to get back on the freeway) underneath the Ralston overpass.
3. After the over pass, get into right lane to exit onto **Harbor Blvd**.
4. It is a sharp right turn to **Harbor Blvd**.
5. Turn right at first traffic light into parking lot.

FROM SAN JOSE

Take US-101 North

1. Exit **Holly Ave.** towards **San Carlos**
2. Merge into center lane; follow overpass to **Holly Ave.**
3. Turn right at traffic signal onto **Industrial Rd.**
4. Get in right lane on **Industrial Rd.**
5. Go straight at **Quarry Road** traffic signal
6. Go straight at traffic signal for **Harbor Blvd.** into parking lot